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o what extent were intellectuals responsible for the Nazi power

questions have been discussed since 1933 – in the beginning, primarily
by intellectuals, artists, and politicians in exile, and after 1945 more
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questions were never purely academic in nature, especially not in the
immediate postwar period, but were at least partly motivated by political interest. After 1945, the people deemed responsible could lose their
1
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new university administrations and the Allied and political authorities
that they and the disciplines they represented would contribute to develfrom the mid-1960s, when the generation most accountable for the Nazi
age, the debates about responsibility and the contribution of individual intellectuals did not abate. Moreover, the issue of personal responexample, the students of historians who had borne some responsibility
3

lationship to National Socialism: the 1987 study The Other God That
Failed: Hans Freyer and the Deradicalization of German Conservatism
Gespräche in
der Sicherheit des Schweigens
Revolution von rechts
Selbst-Gleichschaltung
Gleichschaltung
Freyer began to grow increasingly disillusioned with National Socialism
aim was not to assign political blame but to examine by means of this
conservatives. He sought to understand how a prominent intellectual
who had welcomed and supported the Nazi «revolution» dealt with the
3
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the corresponding ways in which people dealt with the past in the early
processes of interpretation, reinterpretation, and adaptation under new

genheitspolitik

Akademische Vergan4
If one juxtaposes the results of these and other simi-

light, ranging from self-mobilization and deradicalization to complete
engagement with the National Socialist movement, and the hope that
Nazis would carry out the imminent national revolution. Hans Freyer self-mobilized around the time of the elections in September 1930;
Martin Heidegger did so at the latest from 1932, with Carl Schmitt fall-

-
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selves from their former positions with subtle arguments, and postical assumptions, said adieu to radical politics, and resignedly criticized
discontinuity is represented by Hans Schneider, who tried to denazify
himself by changing his identity. He had been a unit leader in Heinrich
Schwer te, though, he became a left-liberal-leaning professor of literature at the Rheinisch-Westfälische Technische Hochschule
intellectuals who supported National Socialism to developments in the
it usually began to grow disillusioned in the mid-1930s, whereas those
1940s.
question of how intellectuals contributed to the success of the Federal
et
al
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Philosophie der Bürgerlichkeit
not those in

that neither the concept of «intellectuals» nor that of «contribution» is
lectuals and academics, nor discussion of which non-academics qualify
social sciences – without discussing this exclusive selection or justifying it. Even the possible intellectual contributions of natural scientists
ers, poets, artists, architects, city planners, musicians, stage artists and
actors; newspaper, radio, and television journalists; and politicians who
5

Such a narrow focus
-
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for determining what even counts as an «intellectual contribution to the
high points of intellectual history, the aforementioned literature does
retrace the debates of university professors and the transformation of
their arguments. However, the reach of these debates – the concrete inia – remains unclear, as does the nature of the relationship between this

the contribution of social scientists and scholars in the humanities to the
lectual development in the context of these two research debates while
Intellektueller
Gebilde-

He himself would have used the term Geistiger
ter
who tried to do justice to the social responsibility that came with his
corresponds to what today would ordinarily be called an «intellectual»:
in society.6
rejected totalitarianism on both the right and left all his life – indeed, he
den
Menschen
that promised salvation in this world. Moreover, he was a «half-Jew»
undergo processes of self-mobilization and disillusionment, nor did he
Duden

6

Duden
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was a liberal philosopher and sociologist and also a victim of the Nazi
regime, the question is rather what conclusions he drew from his expedemonstrate continuity and shifts in his themes, contents, methods, and
political positions, as well as his comportment and self-understanding
who was never radical undergo processes of deradicalization and deparErziehung zur Wirklichkeit

in his contributions to philosophical anthropology nor in his political
philosophy did he need to fundamentally alter his positions or announce
Kehre
observe parallels between the years up to about 1925 and from 1934/35,
his patterns from the beginning of the 1920s and from 1935 onwards
tute shifts rather than ruptures or profound revisions. Concerning the
timing of these shifts, they correspond roughly to the period when the
-
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1. Biographical Ruptures – Continuities in Content

He grew up in a prestigious private sanatorium frequented by international patients.7 He studied medicine, biology, and philosophy
beginning of World War I, he volunteered to serve but could not
pleted his doctorate in the summer of 1916 with a dissertation on
Privatdozent and außerplanmäßiger
Professor
Die Einheit der Sinne
The Unity of the Senses
Die Stufen des Organischen
und der Mensch
Levels of Organic Life and Human
he developed his own version of modern philosophical anthropology. In addition, with Die Grenzen der Gemeinschaft
Limits of Community
Macht und menschliche Natur
Political Anthropology
Gesetz zur Wiederherstellung des
Berufsbeamtentums
7
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who did not support National Socialism or were of Jewish descent,
-

to the Netherlands, where his analysis of the National Socialist rise
to power, Das Schicksal deutschen Geistes im Ausgang seiner bürgerlichen Epoche
Die verspätete Nation
The Delayed Nation

was able to continue his philosophical anthropology with Lachen
und Weinen
Laughing and Crying
to survive the war years and the Holocaust by going underground in
fessorship in sociology once again, and in 1946 was appointed full
erlands directly after the war. In 1951, he received an appointment
philosopher until 1962. After his retirement, he accepted an invita-

more, he embodied them to model how to deal with others and out of personal need. In the international private sanatorium that his parents ran,
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quently regarded as a Jew. Consequently, he was a man of the middle for
could easily glide between and relate to various social circles.9
exile easier:
of speculation had been part of your baggage as an immigrant,
then your encounter with the Dutch might have ended in less fephilosophical matters to an extreme, positioning yourself as a
-

and tolerance, as well as the sense of reality, in his host country. Shortly
political understanding and the sense of proportion that virtually everythat his life experiences reinforced.
-

8
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diate plans to further establish his philosophical anthropology because

-

Das Schicksal
deutschen Geistes, and his appointments to the endowed chair of sociolmade it necessary for him to conduct empirical investigations in this
oeuvre in that they brought an abrupt end to the further development of
his philosophical anthropology in productive periods and forced him to
shift his thematic focus.
At the same time, these caesuras and thematic shifts remained a

to engage in it, not least in order to properly introduce his students to
mean that he now considered empirical research methods to be a solely
Western and democratic method, as many of his colleagues who were
-
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sophical anthropology approach. In his eyes, it had stood the test of
Die Stufen des Organischen und der Mensch
ed that being human was not tied to a particular form. In the essay
Lachen und Weinen

-

to systematically develop his version of philosophical anthropology. In
themes and ideas.
2. Educating the German Bourgeoisie in Reality: Continuities
throughout his life: from the beginning of the 1920s, he supported democratic principles in his political writings, and he used his philosophical
approach – philosophical anthropology – to help establish and defend
an open society.10
to any particular political party. Although he was close to the Majority
tionals in the early 1930s, and although he agreed to act as the liaison

ner defended society against both left-wing and right-wing radicalism to
a «defense», it was not «defensive» in either its argumentation or its

10
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which he felt was no match, argumentatively, for the totalitarianisms of
develop – the basic principles of an open society over and against the
Gesellschaft
Gemeinschaft
and the left. He advocated statecraft and political realism and cautioned
against utopian expectations of politics. He was fascinated by moderniof society livable. In this, his political philosophy was distinguished
Grenzen der Gemeinschaft is
the «sharpest – and the shrewdest – criticism» that sociology and social
11

are already explicit in his early political essays from the years 1915-1920.
alize a utopia», namely, by «overcoming» politics and replacing it «with

Gren-

11

zen der Gemeinschaft

not with an individual ethics but
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doomed to failure because we have to «follow the rules of our nature»
the front page of the Frankfurter Zeitung
in more detail. Since he regarded the state as a «matter of its citizens

sphere that deserves to be accepted in the system of culture as
country; we should not be astonished by the political passivity of
open cry for the strong man is only a symptom of the fact that we
education in reality. It remains not

cated», the «intellectuals of the country», to engage in «education in
bourgeoisie, thereby winning them over for the republic and generating
read as a program for his political writings.
Grenzen der
Eine Kritik

Gemeinschaft
des sozialen Radikalismus
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was
bourgeoisie «capable of society», thereby rescuing it from giving up
on itself.12
technologized form for its functional relationships, politics, and power,
as well as for its role in «social abstractions», tact, and diplomacy. At
the same time, he wanted to point out the limits of community, which

against the criticism of modern society from the Communist and National/völkisch camps and the youth movement – in other words, against

principle upon which the community should be founded: whereas the
sis for a world community, those in the National and völkisch camps
Volkstum, or ethnicity, as the criterion for inclusion or exclufor community – understood as authenticity and wholeheartedness in
humanity or the Volk; consequently, the chance of realizing communithe demand for collective wholeheartedness and unreservedness on the
level of the Volk
functional relationships of society corresponded, in his opinion, to the
12

et
al.
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human need for distance and protection; they served to preserve human
dignity.
Macht
und menschliche Natur, approached the same issues with the same aims
but from another perspective: it was directed against radical, political
relativism, that is, against the escalation of relativistic philosophies of
13

down of all value systems – even their own – from relativism, leading
upon them «not to relinquish the decision of what matters in a crisis».14
Once again, he established the necessity of politics, but this time he beon world history lead to the conclusion that the essence of man is «under Mensch
For such an unfathomable being, culture is a horizon that opens spe-

ophy of open humanity through the category of culture. Not least, he
15

13

14

ben».
Unergründlichkeit des Men-

15

schen
Frage
Macht zu
can be found, e.g., on 188 f. and 233.

Möglichkeitsgrund
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it implied respect for other cultures to understand them as foreign but
equally valid answers to the question of what it is to be human.
Das Schicksal deutschen Geistes im Ausgang seiner bürgerlichen
Epoche
16

sie: Why – this is his central question – did this class support the romanticizing, biologistic, and racist Nazi ideology of the national Volk

by adopting blood, race, and Volk as the decisive authorities for such

showing the bourgeoisie meaningful ways out of the crisis and strengthWeltfrömmigkeit
«last alternative» to National Socialist ideology, lending it an explicitly

unrevised reprint of this essay in the Deutsche Universitätszeitung in
-
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develop them in relation to contemporary scholarly debates and political
his warning about idealizations of community and utopian expectations
and thought patterns; questions of modernity, progress, and technoloHere, too, we will have
to dispense with a thorough analysis as it would go beyond the scope
17

ideas and also updated his fundamental convictions and positions.
Homo Sociologicus.
Ein Versuch zur Geschichte, Bedeutung und Kritik der sozialen Rolle
Akademie für Gemeinwirtschaft in Hamburg. He had written the study
ry of the social role, which was so central to American sociology and

tages that the role concept had for sociology as an empirical science.
However, by relating the emergence and use of the idea in the United
functional role concept in the American social sciences to the theatrical

17
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tric positionality of man – although he did not mention this theory in
the anthropological understandings of the role concept lay, in his view,
allowed for the investigation of the relations between functions, posiobservation of man – the relation of human nature to its social existcept, in contrast, was directed precisely toward «every structure that
«which is open to every type of human sozialization and comprises one
ner saw both role concepts as completely legitimate and useful in their
respective disciplinary contexts.
At the same time, the formal-functional understanding of roles
did
removed from the context of sociological modeling and put on a lev-

normative baggage they entailed, derived from philosophical concepts

personal freedom». If sociology were ready «to fundamentally separate

consciousness of social responsibility and which certain philosophemes
of the present have given expression to: Heidegger ante portas. His the-
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positionality, conceived of man as a being that was, indeed, relegated to
him fundamentally and at all times, namely, having a private
existence, his own sphere of intimacy, not only does not cancel
out his self but creates it for him. Only in the other of himself

cial role as a requirement for seeing in public life not «only a distraction
from everything that is essential for man, a zone in which he becomes
society could secure «the latitude of responsibility for protecting our
social freedom» and dry up the springs of extremism in theories of state
of the social role, the public sphere, and society also called for combatting the retreat from public life and politics; it called for every citizen to

3. From the German Mission to the Public as a Task: Shifts
cialism in his professional thought and actions pertain, above all, to two
areas: his understanding of his role as a university teacher in relation to
18
ny.

18
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he wrote in 1935 in Das Schicksal deutschen Geistes: «it is open, em-

but for all of Europe because the country was dealing with a general European crisis in political and ethical orientation, the crisis of modernity,
do so – then it would not only have found its idea, its style, and its place
-

Ulrich Eyser in the magazine Maß und Wert
universal

possibilities have been depleted. Under the impression that man
has to pay for the escapades of the idea with his blood, the rediscovery of reason will come to pass. Not as a third humanism, not

the summer of 1939, possibly under the impression of the pogrom night
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realized that the price of such an experiment was too high. Consequentmany as well as of himself – and retreated into the «protection zone of
civilizing humanism»
himself in reality.
-

Deutsche Allgemeine, the Frankfurter
Zeitung
However,
such activity stopped by the end of 1924, and no further such newspaper articles or appearances before the general public can be found
tary elections, a colleague at the Frankfurter Zeitung
19

use the tone that would be necessary for the contribution you require

example, by teaching courses at the adult education center and writing
articles for the Telegraaf
-

19

See the report on this event in the Nürnberger Zeitung

1921a; 1921b; 1921c; 1921d; 1922a; 1922b.
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-

tion, he was involved in a variety of international, cultural, and political
spheres. For example, he was a founding member of the committee on
«Scholarship and Freedom» and participated regularly in the commitrectly utilized international contacts he made through the committee
a right-wing extremist politician and publisher, from being appointed
20

addressed the artistic, bourgeois, and aristocratic elite, as well as the
educated classes and students who were interested in philosophy in his
public-oriented activities, he now turned to the whole population of the
addition, he wrote numerous newspaper articles and radio pieces and
21

In his understanding of conversation in and with the

20

21

cities each year.
36

what he had called for in his writings of the Weimar period but had

ue and meaning that a society and public sphere have for living together
the openness and ex-centric positionality of man, using these ideas to
explain from a philosophical perspective why totalitarianism, essentialism, and expectations of salvation in this world are not humane and
as the war and Holocaust it unleashed, had reinforced them in the most
atrocious way. In contrast to the philosophical constructs of the «Conpostwar period, greatly contributing to the high degree of popularity

4. Conclusion
alternative perspectives on the world, thereby providing this class with
an ideational footing that would prevent it from choosing a totalitarian
response to the challenges of modernity. In addition, he was one of the
responsibility for National Socialism – an answer that is still worth reading today. How could intellectuals best contribute to a new beginning in

37

this question as well, both with his writings and his public actions. For
him, it was less about commenting on questions concerning the political
possible for all of its members to live in dignity. In this way, he was also
advocating an open society.
22

political philosophy emerged during the Weimar period, he is primarily

Diesseits
der Utopie
cialism. If one were to apply the criteria that are common in the debate
would have to be regarded as one of its intellectual founders – indeed,
before the students who learned from him and before the colleagues
who operated intra muros
particularly outside of academia – remains to be determined.
al Socialism and the Second World War in his thought and actions as a
liberal philosopher and sociologist who was, moreover, a victim of the
-
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for example, the version of philosophical anthropology that he developed in the 1920s remained a basis of his philosophical writings, as
well as of his contributions to sociology and political philosophy in the

general public, thus translating his own philosophy into deeds. His appeal to «Geistigen
runs through his entire oeuvre, had already shaped his actions at the beNational Socialism, war, and the Holocaust should be understood more
as a return to earlier positions and actions than as a rupture.
Accordingly, we can conclude that intellectuals who were never
radical underwent shifts in thought, actions, and habitus rather than
deradicalization and a departure from utopia. However, the paradoxical
element of the question that lies behind the statement – did intellectuis indicative of problems inherent in the research debates mentioned
at the start: Certainly, in a country where so many intellectuals empower grab, the questions of why, when and how they distanced themselves from these positions remain crucial in order to understand the
to overstretch or overemphasize the thesis of the deradicalization and
departure from utopia. For, when one applies this thesis not to specific individuals, groups, or intellectual contexts but rather as a leading
narrative for whole scholarly disciplines or for the intellectual history

excludes those who were marginalized or were outsiders in the period
under study. However, it is well possible that exactly these non-radicals
39

broader and by searching, in general, for the consequences that National
tions of individuals or groups, any such exclusion can be easily avoided.
turn toward the broader public – are typical. Are there patterns in the
And if this is the case: Can these patterns be regarded as analogous
to the deradicalization processes of left-wing and right-wing radical
Such a turn towards the political middle ground must include those who remained in
Daheimgebliebene
23

possible that the group of such refugees will be the largest.

Archival Sources
-
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Socialism, the Holocaust, and the Second World War that they would be politically

40
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